We introduce a new compile-time notion of type subsumption based on type simulation. We show how to apply this static subsumption relation to support a more intuitive, object oriented approach to generic programming of reusable, high performance container types. As a first step towards an efficient implementation of the resulting type system in a compiler we present a novel algorithm for bidirectional type inference over arbitrary syntax graphs. The algorithm uses the new static type subsumption relation to compress the data that has to be stored for each node in the typeflow graph. During typeflow analysis this means that the set of types for a given node can be symbolically represented using antichains instead of using bitvectors or some other explicit set representation. This results in a typing algorithm that is both flexible and precise and shows good performance on representative instances.
Introduction
Besides their useful role in enforcing partial correctness, types play an important role in program synthesis. Not only does a well designed type system prevent the programmer from specifying certain unsafe operations, types also serve to disambiguate programs. This is the case for languages that support some form of function overloading where argument types and return type determine the particular function implementation that is invoked.
Many among the most popular programming languages to date are dynamic languages. This means that, to a more or lesser degree, function overloading is dealt with at run-time. This is not surprising as it is generally more programmer-friendly than generic programming with compile-time type-substitution. The latter technique constitutes the only truly static alternative that is available today for writing high performance, reusable container types. The distinguishing feature of the generic programming technique is that it makes use of lexical substitution of types through type parameters.
Using templates and generic types it becomes possible to completely eliminate all overhead due to dynamic type checks because all information about types can be fixed at compile-time. As such, the aforementioned programming constructs are used mainly for Copyright is held by the author/owner(s). February 16, 2011. performance critical applications where the overhead of dynamic checks to resolve overloading cannot be sustained.
However, obtaining this performance comes at a price. Programming generic code can be difficult, labor intensive (due to the very explicit way type parameters must be passed through every syntactical construct) and counter intuitive. Quoting Stroustrup [17] on C++ templates:
As far as the C++ language rules are concerned, there is no relationship between two classes generated from a single class template. For example: class Shape {/*...*/}; class Circle:public Shape {/*...*/}; Given these declarations, people sometimes try to treat a set<Circle*> as a set<Shape*>. This is a serious logical error based on a flawed argument: "A Circle is a Shape, so a set of Circles is also a set of Shapes; [...]" Bjarne Stroustrup (The C++ Programming Language)
For most programmers this is counter intuitive: if a Circle is a Shape then intuition tells us that a Set of Circles must be a Set of Shapes. In Java Generics, the modern descendant of the C++ template system, this particular situation has not improved. Quoting Bracha [3] on Java Generics:
In general, if Foo is a subtype (subclass or subinterface) of Bar, and G is some generic type declaration, it is not the case that G<Foo> is a subtype of G<Bar>. This is probably the hardest thing you need to learn about generics, because it goes against our deeply held intuitions.
Gilad Bracha (Generics in the Java Programming Language)
This counter intuitive trait in current generic programming approaches is caused by the fact that type subsumption of the underlying languages is essentially a dynamic notion that is designed to be resolved at run-time. So we see that there is a real need for a programmer-friendly way of dealing with static type hierarchy designed to be resolved at compile-time.
As a solution to this problem we propose a new notion of static type subsumption. This new subumption relation can be used in conjunction with the currently prevalent notion of dynamic type subsumption. By making this distinction more clearly we are treating the static type subsumption relation as a first class citizen. In particular this means that it becomes possible to use generic programming in an object oriented style, i.e.: if Shape statically subsumes Circle this will imply that Set<Shape> stati- 1 The dynamic type subsumption relation will be, in general, a subset of the static type subsumption relation where additional alignment constraints must be met. In this paper we will focus exclusively on computing and exploiting the static type subsumption relation.
Contribution and Structure of the Paper
The contribution of this paper is twofold. In Section 4 we present a type system that combines structural typing, function overloading and static type strengthening as an intuitive, object oriented alternative to existing generic programming approaches. In Section 5 we present a new bidirectional antichain typing algorithm that allows a practical, efficient implementation of this new type system. The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we discuss related work. In Section 3 we give a motivating example which will also serve as a running example for illustrating the definitions in the following sections. In Section 4 we give a formalization of the type hierarchy as a simulation relation and we explain how to infer type hierarchy from surface level declarations and definitions. In Section 5 we show how to subsequently use the inferred type hierarchy to efficiently type programs. In Section 6 we give some perspectives on our current results and future work.
Related Work
Types were originally invented as simple names for sets of values that form part of a programming language [12] . As programming languages grew more sophisticated in keeping up with the complexity of the problems they were employed to solve, types evolved into more than simple sets of values and became an object of study in and of itself.
It was observed that types were instrumental in enforcing all kinds of safety constraints thus obtaining a form of partial correctness [4, 10] .
It was found independently by Hindley [7] and Milner [11] that polymorphic types were useful for structuring programs. Since the early contributions of Hindley and Milner many alternatives and extensions to their approach have been suggested in the literature [1, 2, 5, [14] [15] [16] .
More recently other uses of types are being explored that enrich type systems in various ways with constraints and qualifiers that can express certain invariants and in this way further the role of types in writing safe and correct programs [6, 13] .
Another line of work proposes to improve the flexibility of typing programs by treating the typing problem using a form of dataflow analysis [8, 9, 18] . The work in this paper is related to the dataflow approach as we also exploit the structure of the syntax graph to explicitly guide the typing process. However we use an inherently bidirectional antichain algorithm that does not immediately fit within the dataflow framework.
Antichains have recently received notable attention for their potential use as a symbolic representation for upward or downward closed sets. As such, with antichains we can solve many problems in formal language theory much more efficiently than classical algorithms that, typically, require a subset construction [19] .
A Motivating Example
The MOOT (modular object oriented template) programming layer is a thin experimental programming layer over a small subset of 1 Given that List and Set are generic container types that support these type substitutions.
C++. It adds static function overloading and static type strengthening to the basic C-like subset which forms the core of the C++ language.
Informally we say that type A statically subsumes type B (or type B is stronger than type A) iff all the relevant operations that can be compiled for type A can also be compiled for type B. In effect this is a form of simulation relation between type A and B with respect to the operations that objects of type A and B support. We will discuss this formally in Section 4.
As relevant operations (relevant to the type subsumption ordering) we take all the built in operations, structural field select operations, pointer and array dereference and the "operation" of being passed to or returned from a function that is part of some formal protocol definition.
As an example we consider the following MOOT definition of a protocol for iterating over a collection of values: Here the plus + type qualifier signals that the declared type is compile-time strengthenable, meaning the functions may also be invoked with arguments of a stronger type taken from the downward closed set of types under Ival+ in the subsumption hierarchy of types as shown in Figure 1 . We say the type may be strengthened if this is necessary to get a type correct program. We use any as a special type that subsumes all types (in effect it denotes the top element of the type lattice). The following is then a valid application:
Ival i; i.min = 11; i.max = 15; print(i, "\n");
Which prints: 11; 12; 13; 14; 15; To give a slightly more interesting example, we want to subclass the integer interval with a directed interval that includes an extra field for iterating over the interval from either side using a given increment. This can be done as follows: 
Translating Type Strengthening to C++
Space constraints limit us from describing the MOOT programming layer in too much detail. However, since in the example we are using only a single new syntactical construct (the + strengthability type qualifier) layered on top of the basic C language we will explain the semantics of this construct by showing how it compiles down to C++. For example, the definitions of the protocol functions for the type DirIval compile down to: Note that the last function has been inherited from Ival. Also note that the type information has been pushed onto the identifier names to make them unique. The print function for the same type compiles down to:
void print_DirIval( DirIval c ) { int e; for ( FIRST_DirIval_int(c,e); !DONE_DirIval_int(c,e); NEXT_DirIval_int(c,e) ) { print_int( DATA_DirIval_int(c,e) ); } }
As can be seen all the function overloading has been completely and statically resolved by the MOOT layer and the program can be readily compiled by any C++ compiler.
Resolving calls to overloaded functions and strengthening the strengthenable declarations to their proper types first requires us to infer the type hierarchy in the form of the type subsumption relation as shown in Figure 1 . We come back to this in Section 4. 
Container Types
In the previous section we showed how the MOOT layer is capable of resolving function overloading and automatic type strengthening at compile-time which are important prerequisites for an object oriented generic programming layer. The second crucial ingredient for any generic programming language is the instantiation of types from generic container types. Perhaps surprisingly it is not at all difficult to support the instantiation of types from generic container types. This is mainly a matter of lexical substitution of types which just requires the appropriate syntax. The difficult part is to keep track of relations between the resulting types after these substitutions have been carried out by the compiler.
Note in the previous example that we do not require the programmer to make any explicit declaration of type subsumption. This is a very important feature of the programming layer. It now becomes possible to build container types whilst maintaining the static type subsumption relation. For example, in MOOT a simple, generic arraylist structure might be defined as follows: As can be seen the result depends on naming conventions: the original type name is substituted with the new type name.
Note that, without a structural type system, it would be impossible to conveniently maintain the proper type subsumption relation and, at the same time, allow such a powerful lexical construct like the <...> typedef parameter construct.
Parameter Types with Protocol Assumptions
Substitution of parameter types for arbitrary types is a common design pattern used in generic programming due to the fact that container types are usually intended to work for any type. No assumptions are made on the internal structure of the underlying data or on the operations available for the underlying data.
However, opaque parameter types without any assumptions placed on them are not always sufficient. There are certain cases where we would like to provide specialized, or optimized functionality for data that satisfies certain additional assumptions. One example would be a datastructure for an ordered list that relies on a comparison function being available over the underlying data. In MOOT it possible to formalize this additional assumption using protocols. As an example consider the following refinement of our simple array list: Now the new SortedArrayList parameter type inherits the LTE (less-than-or-equal) protocol operation from protocol type Comparable. We use this new parameter type to define a derived container type SortedArrayList that should keep the elements in the arraylist sorted. We will not work this example out further in this paper. However if we were to define the implementation of SortedArrayList we would do so in terms of the parameter type SortedArrayListData. In each function that we would write as part of this implementation we could then safely assume the existence of a suitable function LTE that implements the underlying ordering. If the user would try to instantiate our new, sorted datatype without defining a suitable LTE operation the compiler would detect this by checking whether the instantiated type is subsumed by the original declaration, i.e. if the user would now declare:
The compiler would give the following error message:
SortedArrayListData does not subsume Ival missing: LTE( (Ival), ... );
As shown in Figure 3 the traditional approach to template languages does not allow such checks to be performed before the actual type-checking phase is entered. In Figure 4 we show how this situation is improved in MOOT.
Object Orientation and Type Hierarchy
Because type hierarchy in MOOT is inferred automatically, much of the syntax that is traditionally present in object oriented languages is missing in MOOT 2 . Nevertheless, the primitives we discussed so far offer us enough freedom to build our own object systems conveniently. As such MOOT offers us the ability to use generic programming in an object oriented style.
To illustrate this, Figure 2 shows some of the types introduced in the running example. The diagram shows the proper type subsumption relation as the inheritance relation and the type relations induced by the struct fields as aggregations. The result is a "classdiagram" of our types.
Note that, in order to keep the class-diagram compact, we left out the operations (FIRST, NEXT, DONE, DATA, etc.). These operations that take values of the various types as their first arguments would typically be included in such a class-diagram as methods. In this context it is important to note that, in order to infer this type hierarchy, we need to deal with a potential form of circularity that arises when we adopt the proposed structural definition of type subsumption together with the notion of type strengthening for function arguments.
In fact this potential circularity is present in the example. In the one direction: the reason that DirIval is subsumed by Ival 2 In this paper we do not discuss all the syntax that MOOT offers. In particular it possible to explicitly inherit a struct type from another struct type. But in contrast to other object oriented languages this is syntactic sugar rather than a primitive construct. is that all the field select operations (.min, .max), and all the protocol operations (FIRST, NEXT, DONE, DATA) which are available for Ival are also defined for DirIval. In the other direction: the DATA operation is defined for DirIval because it is inherited from Ival and this only works precisely because DirIval is subsumed by Ival, which entails Ival+ declarations may be strengthened to DirIval+ declarations.
In general the potential circularity of reasoning can be broken by defining the type subsumption relation as the largest possible type simulation relation that is mutually consistent with the rules for protocoltype and struct subsumption. We will come back to this in Section 4.
Calling Functions with Strengthenable Arguments
So far we have discussed how parameter types allow us to parameterize and instantiate generic type declarations. In order to implement these types we need to define functions over them. In MOOT function definitions are never instantiated through the <...> angled bracket notation, this notation is reserved for type declarations. For function definitions we rely solely on type strengthening. For this it is important to understand how a call to a function with strengthenable arguments is resolved, i.e.: which of the various overloaded function bodies is actually invoked? As an example we take the previously defined print/1 function.
In the example we overloaded the print/1 function several times. Now we did not define print/1 as part of a formal protocol. As such it is does not influence the type subsumption relation. However, in the other direction, the type subsumption relation does influence how calls to print/1 get resolved.
In particular we gave a definition with signature print(int+) for simple integers, and we gave a second definition with signature print(Iterable+) for Iterable values. At the same time we implemented the Iterable protocol for simple integers. This means that we need a principle on which to resolve a call like: print(3): do we map it to the former or to the latter function definition?
We answer this following the usual semantics which means we resolve to the strongest possible signature. In this case the signature print(int+) is stronger than the signature print(Iterable+) because int is Iterable but not the other way around. In MOOT we provide syntax to fine tune the matching of the function on one or more arguments by weakening the signature against which the function is matched. For the example we might write print( [^Iterable]3 ). Which prints: 1; 2; 3;
Multiple Strengthenable Arguments
The only remaining issue concerning the semantics of the new strengthenable type qualifier arises when there is more than one strengthenable formal parameter to some defined function.
In order to understand what would be the right call matching semantics for functions with multiple strengthenable arguments it is good to look at some pathological cases and see how we should best deal with these cases, that is: providing minimal confusion to the programmer. First, consider the situation where we would provide the following two function definitions with the same name and arity:
DirIval+ intersect( Ival+ i1, DirIval+ i2 )
We say these two function signatures are incomparable, because the first definition is stronger in the first argument type, whereas the second definition is stronger in the second argument type. When we consider which of the functions to call in an application like the following:
It follows we must either pick one of the two function definitions or we must reject the program with a typing error. The first option is problematic because it introduces an element of arbitrariness into the semantics. Therefore, in this case, we prefer the second option.
Singleton Antichain Semantics
Now consider what should happen if, in addition to function definitions (1) and (2) we would add a third function definition:
For our example, with respect to the call matching semantics for intersect(d2, d3), we have a third option to consider namely to invoke function definition (3) . Even though it is strictly weaker than function definitions (1) and (2), it at least lacks the element of arbitrariness. To see this just note that the antichain of incomparable functions with the same name and arity as function definition (3) contains only function definition (3) itself. As such, we will refer to this tentative semantics as the singleton antichain semantics. The singleton antichain semantics does not suffer from the arbitrariness we discussed earlier. However, there is another reason to reject this semantics. In practice what happens when programmers use function overloading is that definitions are grouped, conceptually, into classes which often also end up being defined in different source files (modules). For our example this might mean that function definitions (1), (2) and (3) occur far removed from each other. Now consider a programmer who completes function definition (3) first and subsequently goes on and overloads this definition with function definition (2) . The program might compile and work for a while until, at some point, somebody decides to add function definition (1) without paying attention to the existence of function definition (2) . Given the singleton antichain semantics this would mean that the new function definition (1) would be silently ignored because of the existence of function definition (2) , and, vice versa, the existing function definition (2) would now also be silently ignored because of the existence of the new function definition (1). More seriously even, in all the cases where we used to invoke function definition (2) we would then go back to the invocation of the older function definition (3). So we see that adding a new function under such a call matching semantics may have unexpected, non-local effects.
Strongest Call Semantics
The latter example shows that the singleton antichain call matching semantics would also be problematic. For this reason we propose the strongest call semantics. Under this call matching semantics a function definition is only invoked iff all the formal parameters in the signature, pointwise, are the strongest possible match to the types of the corresponding actual parameters among all of the defined function signatures (of the same name and arity). Under this semantics the call intersection(d2, d3) remains untypeable also when function definition (3) is added. To fix this situation the programmer may always introduce a fourth function definition:
To avoid the non-local effects that we mentioned earlier we may warn the user when two incomparable function definitions (with the same name and arity) occur in different source files. Together with the strongest call semantics this enforces a reasonable level of modularity. In Section 5 we will show how to formalize and enforce the strongest call semantics for function call expressions.
Inferring Type Hierarchy
In Section 3 we already briefly remarked that we view type subsumption as a form of simulation relation, in this section we will discuss this formally. The analysis in this section is based on the assumption that we can obtain a finite set of relevant types from the source code of the program. We will assume that the user will provide all the relevant types 3 . If it turns out that the program cannot be typed because the user forgot to provide a type this will be flagged with a clear error message. However, the typing procedure will never introduce new types outside the finite set of relevant types. In this way we ensure termination. Below we give the basic definition of type subsumption as a simulation relation.
Definition 1 (Type Simulation and Subsumption) Let T be a finite set of relevant types, and let {Rσ}σ∈Σ be a finite, indexed set of type relations over T , i.e. for all σ ∈ Σ it holds Rσ ⊆ T ×T . For all σ ∈ Σ let R † σ ⊆ Rσ be a selected subset of the type relation, we say the tuples in R † σ are strengthenable. For a given candidate subsumption relation R ⊆ T × T and any two types t, t ∈ T we define t σ R t iff for all u ∈ T such that t Rσu there exists some u ∈ T such that uR u and tRσu or t(R ; R † σ )u where ; denotes relation composition. We say some candidate subsumption relation R ⊆ T × T is a σ-simulation relation iff for all (t, t ) ∈ R it holds that t σ R t . We say some candidate subsumption relation R ⊆ T × T is valid iff for all σ ∈ Σ it holds R is a σ-simulation. To compute the greatest valid subsumption relation based on this requirement we may define the following fixed point operation:
Since F (·) is monotone it always has a greatest fixed point. Let R init be some pre-order that forms an initial, syntactical overapproximation of the desired type subsumption relation. We now define as the largest valid subsumption relation contained in R init . When we speak about the simulation graph we mean the graph over T that includes and all the other type relations {Rσ}σ∈Σ.
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This definition is generally applicable and still allows a great deal of freedom in the actual details of the type system. We will now sketch a number of examples where we make use of the definition of type subsumption as a simulation relation in the MOOT type system.
The Role of Type Hierarchy in MOOT
The MOOT programming layer is specifically meant to deal with static type subsumption. In a performance oriented language like C++ this is an important concept: if everything about types is known at compile-time this means we can avoid introducing runtime checks, avoid tagging data-structures with type-identifiers, and employ the C++ compiler to optimize many operations.
In this context it is important to note that the structural type system is introduced mainly to free the programmer from the burden of having to deal with an overly rigid type system, and to do so with minimal impact on code readability and efficiency. As such the type subsumption relation that we will infer using the techniques described here should not be thought of as the final safeguard that stands between the program and its execution. Instead, the type subsumption relation serves mainly as an aid to structure the set of types which benefits both the user (by allowing concise and understandable code) as well as the typing procedure (by allowing the partial order structure to be exploited for efficiency).
The final result will be compiled down to statically typed C++ and any missing or illegal operations that are not caught by the MOOT type system will be rejected at the next stage of compilation, since the C++ type system is more strict than the MOOT type system. The syntactical layer is thin enough to allow the user to understand how an error message from the C++ compiler relates back to the original code. This is especially true because line-numbering, statements, expressions and control flow are fully preserved. Also, because we do not present the user with a raw trace of the type algebraic expressions (as is done in a template language like STL) the error messages are in fact more understandable in the case of MOOT.
Simulation of Structural Types
As a first example we will consider the structural types Ival and DirIval as they were defined in Section 3, and the .min field selection operation. We will formalize this as a type relation R.min such that (t, u) ∈ R.min iff t is a struct type that contains a field min of type u. For the example this becomes:
Now in order to see that DirIval simulates Ival with respect to this type relation we must check whether the result after applying .min on DirIval still simulates the result after applying the same operation on Ival. This simulation condition can be summarized in the following subdiagram of the simulation graph:
Simulation of Function Types
Treating function types is somewhat more involved.We give as an example the DATA operation. On the level of types we formalize the type relation RDATA 1/2 meaning "possible signature based on first argument type to the binary operation DATA". More specifically, we place a pair (t, f ) of a type and a function type in the argumentsignature relation (t, f ) ∈ RDATA 1/2 iff there exists a definition of binary operation DATA with declared signature f that contains t as the first argument, moreover we put
if, in addition, t is marked as a strengthenable argument in f . For the example this becomes:
Here any(*)(Iterable, Iterator) is the C type signature notation for a function that takes a value of Iterable type as its first argument, a value of Iterator type as its second argument and returns a value of any type. The simulation requirement between Ival and the Iterable protocol, on the first argument of the binary DATA operation, can then be summarized in the following subdiagram of the simulation graph:
We see that this simulation requirement depends on the simulation between two function types. So we need to be explicit about when two function types, like the ones shown in the diagram, are in the subsumption relation. To do this within the current framework we introduce new type relations arg i/j for selecting the i-th argument type from a j-ary function type:
So in effect we see that the simulation requirement runs in both directions in this case. For the second argument this works likewise. For the return type we introduce a type relation ret /j for selecting the return type from from a j-ary function type:
More precisely; a function type A subsumes a function type B iff they are of the same arity and all the arguments of A subsume the corresponding arguments of B and the return type of A subsumes the return type of B and at least all the places in which A is strengthenable are also strengthenable in B (the latter condition is enforced through R init ). As can be seen the subsumption condition on function types is covariant between arguments and return type. In this context it is good to recall that we are considering only static type subsumption. For dynamic type subsumption one might expect a contravariant condition here.
In a dynamic setting functions may get passed around. The relevant question is: can function A be called in a all contexts where function B can be called? As such when building a dynamic subsumption relation we should treat argument types as assumptions on the calling context and return types as guarantees to the calling context. This would lead to a contravariant definition.
However, in our static setting, functions do not get passed around in the same way. The relevant question is: can function A be strengthened to all the signatures to which function B can be strengthened? Static type subsumption (at compile time) is used for a completely different programming intend, as such it should be distinguished from, and possibly used in conjunction with, dynamic type subsumption (at run time).
Simulation of Strengthenable Function Types
Next we consider how the strengthenable subset of the argumentsignature relation DATA † 1/2 interplays with the subsumption relation . For this we consider the example of invoking the DATA operation on an object of type DirIval.
In particular we note that int(*)(DirIval+, int) is not reachable from DirIval through the RDATA 1/2 argument-signature relation because we have not overloaded DATA to that signature. Instead, we relied on argument strengthening to carry over the definition with type signature int(*)(Ival+, int). This is summarized in the following subdiagram of the simulation graph:
In effect the presence of the +-qualifier prompts us to transitively close the R † DATA 1/2 relation over the relation when selecting a function signature. If we had omitted the + from the definition of DATA this would mean the first, horizontal arrow would not have been marked with † and hence the second, diagonal arrow would not be present in the diagram, which in turn would mean that this simulation requirement would be violated and DirIval would no longer be subsumed by Ival:
Simulation of Pointer Types
Finally we consider how to deal with pointer types. We look at the type subsumption between IvalList and DirIvalList as introduced in Section 3.2. We see that these types are defined in terms of the types Ival* and DirIval*. To handle such pointer types we introduce a new type relation R * such that (t * , t) ∈ R * iff t * is a pointer-type to type t. This then gives the following subdiagram:
which shows how pointer type subsumption is reduced to type subsumption of the pointed-to types.
Implementation Issues
We already gave an abstract algorithm for computing the largest valid subsumption relation by iterating a basic fixed point operation. There are several important refinements that can be made to the basic fixed point iteration to make it more efficient. The first is the computation of R init , the syntactical overapproximation of . It is possible to eliminate many edges in the simulation graph before starting the algorithm proper, just by looking at the surface syntax of the declarations. As an example we mention the comparison of structs based on the fields they have available: if a struct A misses a field that is present in struct B than B for sure does not subsume A. In our current implementation we use a forward definition of syntactical subsumption that uses a bounded depth exploration of structs and pointer structures to compare two types for initial subsumption.
In this context it is important to note that we bound the number of aforementioned comparisons by exploiting the pre-order structure using appropriate datastructures. This means a new type can be introduced into the pre-order by traversing the pre-order antichains layer by layer gradually narrowing in on the set of direct parents of the new type. This significantly reduces the number of comparisons that need to be carried out.
A second optimization we apply is to use an edge elimination algorithm based on a waitinglist for the closure procedure rather than a naive fixed point iteration. This approach scales better because it does not require a complete recompute of the simulation relation at each iteration as the naive fixed point computation would.
Upon termination R will be a pre-order. The typing algorithm we will describe in Section 5 expects a partial order on the set of types. Classically this is solved by moving to the set of equivalence classes of types rather than individual types, or, alternatively, to mark all the equivalent types as distinct.
For flexibility we give the user the choice to normalize types that share an equivalence class to a single representant after hierarchy has been elicited, or, alternatively, to mark two or more types as distinct before hierarchy is elicited. Because it is not really central to the current exposition, in the rest of the paper we will assume that is already a partial order.
Error Reporting
Whenever the user places an explicit request for type subsumption the compiler will check whether this request is congruent with the inferred type subsumption relation. If it turns out that this is not the case it is important to provide the user with a clear counterexample as to why this is not the case.
It is possible to do this by presenting the user, conceptually, with a path through the simulation graph. This path will lead from the types that were requested to be in subsumption relation (but were not in actuality), over one or more type relation edges, to a point in the simulation graph were a clear contradiction is reached.
A contradiction usually means that the requested subsuming type supports an operation that the requested subsumed type does not. Such a path through the type simulation graph can subsequently be turned into a normal C expression, indicating where an expression of the requested subsumed type should be inserted to reach a contradiction and using ellipsis for open terms that are not immediately relevant to the counterexample. As an example of this consider the situation where we request Ival to be subsumed by Iterator, we can do this using the following syntax:
<check Ival subsumed by Iterator> Note that we are not changing the subsumption relation in this way. That would not be possible because the subsumption relation is defined mathematically based on the operations that we provide. We are not providing a new operation here, instead, we are merely stating a property about our program which we want to maintain. In this case the property does not hold and the compiler will report the following error:
Iterator does not subsume Ival missing: FIRST( ..., (Ival) );
Clearly this gives us enough information to understand why the subsumption does not hold, and also it gives us a starting point if we wanted to fix this situation.
Using rules that turn each type relation that could potentially lead to a contradiction into such a C-like expression term the compiler can output similarly intuitive error messages for pointer types, struct types, function types, etc.
Bidirectional Antichain Typing
In this section we present the bidirectional antichain typing algorithm. First, we introduce our definition of syntax graph. Next, we introduce some auxiliary definitions concerning antichains of types. Finally, we introduce the bidirectional antichain typing algorithm proper.
Definition 2 (Syntax Graphs) Let T be a set of relevant types as before. A type relation M ⊆ T × T is cross-closed iff for any pair of crossing edges (t, u ), (t , u) ∈ M such that t t and u u it holds (t, u) ∈ M . Let {Mγ}γ∈Γ be an indexed set of crossclosed type matching relations. A syntax graph G is defined as a tuple G = N, E, γ where N is a set of nodes, E ⊆ N × N is a set of edges, γ : E → Γ is a mapping assigning each syntax edge a type matching relation. We define a simple typing δ : N → T as a map that assigns each syntax node a type. We say δ is valid iff for all edges (n, m) ∈ E it holds (δ(n), δ(m)) ∈ M γ(n,m) .
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Note that cross-closedness is a symmetric condition: a relation is cross-closed iff its inverse is cross-closed. Further note that if a relation is monotone or antitone it is trivially cross-closed.
A syntax graph is a structure that can be seen as a straightforward generalization of a syntax tree where we allow free-form dependencies that transcend the basic syntax tree form. In practice the syntax graph is built over the syntax tree after resolving identifier/declaration dependencies.
The general definition of a syntax graph and type matching relations still allows a lot of freedom in the actual formalization of the particular type system we are interested in. Below we give two particular examples of how this definition is used to encode the typing rules for the MOOT programming layer.
Typing Struct Field Select Expressions
First we give a basic example of a syntax graph. Consider Figure 6(a) . This syntax graph corresponds to the field select expression i.min as it was used in the example in Section 3. It consists of two nodes. Node 1 represents the type of the i identifier and node 2 represents the type of the i.min field. The only edge is labeled with the type matching relation .min. We will define this type matching relation as: 
Typing Function Call Expressions
As a second example we will show how function call expressions can be represented and typed. Consider Figure 9 (a). This syntax graph corresponds to the function call expression DATA(x,y) as it was used in the example in Section 3. It consists of four nodes. Node 1 represents the type of the first argument, node 2 represents the type of the second argument, node 3 represents the declared signature type of the function that is being called, and finally node 4 represents the type of the result that is returned by the function.
As can be seen the syntax graph in Figure 9 (a) is decorated with three different type matching relations. One for the first argument type, one for the second argument type and one for the return type. These three relations together determine the call matching semantics. From Section 3.8 we recall the notion of strongest call semantics. According to this semantics we may only invoke a function if each of the argument types in its declared signature is the best possible match to the actual arguments that are provided. It is possible to enforce this by defining the type matching relation accordingly. For the example this becomes:
These relations can easily be computed from the type simulation graph. For example the first type matching relation M DATA arg 1/2 can be computed in terms of the type relations we introduced in Section 4:
Note that, in general, we must take care to remove from the resulting relation any argument-signature pairs that do not satisfy the strongest call semantics. For the example there are no such pairs. Note that the given relations are monotone by virtue of the type simulation requirement, hence they are also, trivially, cross-closed. In Figures 9(b) , 9(d) and 9(e) we show several examples of a simple typing that assigns each node a type. Note that only 9(e) is a valid typing. Figure 9(c) is not a simple typing, as can be seen node 3 receives two different types, we will show how to deal with such ambiguous typings in Section 5.4.
Type Promotion
Since all the type relations that we gave so far satisfy the stronger requirement of monotonicity, i.e.: for all (t, u ), (t , u) ∈ M such that t t it holds u ≺ u. The reader may wonder why we then need the freedom offered by the weaker requirement of crossclosedness. As an example of an important type matching relation that is cross-closed but not monotone we mention the standard C type-promotion rules (restricted to int and char):
We need a relation such as this one to deal with the standard C promotion rules properly. As can be seen this relation is not monotone as char can be promoted to int or to itself. For space constraints we simplify the treatment of function calls, meaning we will not apply the promotion rules in the remainder of this paper. We just mention that, in practice, promotion rules can easily be implemented by introducing such an additional relation Rpromote between the outer argument expression syntax node and the inner function argument syntax node.
Storing Ambiguous Types as Antichains
The goal of the typing procedure that we will describe in this section will be to arrive at a simple typing as introduced in Definition 2. However, before this goal is reached, so during the typing process, it may occur that we must keep more than one alternative type as the information that is incident on a node from various directions is being processed.
In Figure 9 (c) this is illustrated: because the type of the first argument node 1 is not yet fixed (perhaps this information is still being propagated elsewhere in the syntax graph) we have to keep two alternative types for the signature node 3. Despite this ambiguity in function signature, the type of the result can be known none-the-less and is being propagated upward in the syntax graph to node 4.
Typically, type ambiguity would be dealt with by moving to the full powerset lattice of types, i.e. we would annotate the nodes of the syntax graph with subsets of types rather than individual concrete types. The downside of this is that the typing process becomes prohibitively expensive to perform because we must keep track of arbitrary subsets of the set of relevant types. For this reason we propose to move to the lattice of antichains of types instead.
This has the advantage of providing a useful form of abstraction. Because we are approximating the valid typing from above in the lattice of antichains of types it means we may, at all times, restrict to the maximal (weakest) types. In practice this is efficient and the loss in precision turns out to be modest. Overfitting of typings is automatically ruled out: typing ambiguities are always detected. Formally the lattice of antichains of types is defined as follows.
Definition 3 (Antichains) An antichain of types A ⊆ T is a set of types that are pairwise incomparable, i.e.: for all t, t ∈ A it holds neither t ≺ t nor t ≺ t. For a given subset of types U ⊆ T with U + we denote the downward closure of U , defined as U + = {t ∈ T | ∃u ∈ U.t u}, with U we denote the restriction of U to maximal elements defined as U = {u ∈ U | u ∈ U.u ≺ u }. Note that U ⊆ T is an antichain iff U = U . With A[T ] we denote the set of antichains of types
We define an ordering on antichains such that A B iff ∀a ∈ A.∃b ∈ B.a b, we say B subsumes A. Note that A B iff A + ⊆ B + . We define A B = A ∪ B . Note that (A B)
forms a complete lattice.
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In Figure 5 we show an example of an antichain of function types together with the associated downward closed set of types. We consider antichains an efficient, compact symbolic representation of the downward closed set of types. For example, the antichain annotating node 3 in Figure 9 (c) should be interpreted as such: the node must be typed with some type from the downward closed set of types spanned by its antichain as shown in Figure 5 .
If for example, we would now introduce the additional information that node 1 is of type int then the antichain for node 3 would converge further to the singleton {int(*)(int, int)}. This is exactly the goal of the typing procedure: to arrive at a singleton antichain so that the node has a single well defined type. The following definition makes this precise.
Definition 4 (Strengthenable Typing) For a given syntax graph G we define a strengthenable typing as a map ∆ : N → A[T ] assigning each node an antichain of types. If for some n ∈ N it holds |∆(n)| > 1 we say the strengthenable typing is ambiguous. If for some n ∈ N it holds ∆(n) = ∅ we say the typing is inconsistent. If ∆ is consistent and non-ambiguous it may be turned into a simple typing δ such that δ(n) = t iff ∆(n) = {t}, in this case we say ∆ is valid iff δ is valid. We define an ordering on typings such that ∆ ∆ iff for all n ∈ N it holds ∆(n) ∆ (n).
Note that a strengthenable typing ∆ can be seen as an element in the product lattice A[T ]
N . This product lattice will be the main lattice on which we will define the bidirectional antichain typing algorithm in Section 5.5
Bidirectional Antichain Typing Algorithm
In this section we present the bidirectional antichain typing algorithm proper. The algorithm will work by approximating, from above, a valid typing in the lattice of strengthenable typings. Starting from some initial typing (which should reflect the type declarations and type-casts provided by the user) we descend in the lattice Algorithm 1 Type the given abstract syntax graph. Require: A syntax graph: G = N, E, γ , an initial typing:
(n, m) ← selectFrom(Waiting)
4:
if A = ∆(n) then 6:
end if
if B = ∆(m) then
10:
∆(m) ← B 11:
13:
Waiting ← Waiting \ {(n, m)} 14: end while 
i.e. the new antichains consist of the weakest types from the left and right downward closed sets for which there exists at least one underlying type relation edge into the opposing downward closed set.
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In Section 5.7 we show how to compute the bidirectional flow function efficiently, avoiding iteration over the Cartesian product of the downward closed sets. There we also explain why the function cannot easily be split in two separate flow functions. The Bidirectional Antichain Typing Algorithm Algorithm 1 shows the bidirectional flow function being applied. Because the flow function is bidirectional the algorithm can infer the type of the argument expressions of some operator expression based on the required result type of the operator expression. This allows us to deal with the situation where the type of a declared identifier must be inferred from the required result type of the operations in which it takes part. To illustrate the algorithm we first look at three different applications of its basic step: the bidirectional flow function.
In Figure 6 we show how type information can be propagated in a forward direction. First we show, in Figure 6 (a), the syntax graph for the expression i.min. Next we show, in Figure 6 (b), an initial typing that assigns the Ival type to the argument node of the field select expression and the any type to the result node. Finally we show, in Figure 6 (c) the result of applying F.min once on the initial typing. As can be seen the net effect of the flow function is that the type of the field (int) is derived from the type of the struct (Ival). This constitutes one particular example where type flows in a forward direction over the edges of the syntax graph.
In Figure 7 we show how type information can be propagated in a backward direction. First we show, in Figure 7 (a), the syntax graph for the expression i.min. Next we show, in Figure 7 (b), an initial typing that assigns the int type to the result node of the field select expression and the any type to the argument node. Finally we show, in Figure 7 (c) the result of applying F.min once on the initial typing. As can be seen the net effect of the flow function is that the type of the struct (Ival) is derived from the type of the field (int). This constitutes one particular example where type flows in a backward direction over the edges of the syntax graph. In Figure 8 we show how type information can be propagated in a bidirectional fashion. First we show, in Figure 8(a) , the syntax graph for the expression i.delta. Next we show, in Figure 8(b) , an initial typing that assigns the any type to the result node of the field select expression and the Ival type to the argument node. Finally we show, in Figure 8 (c) the result of applying F.delta once on the initial typing. As can be seen the net effect of the flow function is that the type of the struct (DirIval) and the type of the field (int) are derived simultaneously. This constitutes one particular example where types flow in both directions over the edges of the syntax graph.
Finally, in Figure 9 we show two examples of how the bidirectional antichain typing algorithm solves typing constraints over a more complex syntax graph by repeatedly applying the bidirectional flow function.
In Figure 9 (a) we show the syntax graph of the function call expression DATA(x,y) from the example in Section 3. Next we show, in Figure 9 (b), an initial typing that assigns int to the second argument node and an uninformed type to all the other nodes, including the signature node. Next we show, in Figure 9 (b) what is the result of running algorithm 1 on this fragment of the syntax graph. In other words: we repeatedly apply the bidirectional flow function until nothing changes anymore. As can be seen the net the result node receives a singleton type int but the signature node and the left argument node are still ambiguous because there is not enough information to determine a singleton type for these nodes. In absence of other information we will have to reject the program with an ambiguous typing error in this case.
In Figure 9 (d) we show an initial typing that assigns DirIval to the first argument node and an uninformed type to all the other nodes. Next we show, in Figure 9 (e) what is the result of running algorithm 1 on this fragment of the syntax graph. As can be seen all the nodes receive a singleton type. In this case the typing converged and we know which function body to call. The signature node 3 determines the actual function that should be invoked, and the surrounding parameter and return type nodes 1, 2 and 4 determine the actual parameters and return type of the function. If this is the first time we encounter a call to DATA with these actual parameter types and return type we start the typing procedure on a fresh copy of the syntax graph for the function body of DATA strengthened using the actual argument and return types from nodes 1, 2 and 4 respectively. If, in the process we find a strengthening of one of the arguments and return type of DATA we may propagate this information back to the nodes 1, 2 and 4 respectively. This is a convenient way to handle both the inter as well as the intra-procedural type flow in a uniform way. Without the need to explicitly deal with higher order type-parameters during the typing process. Note that this procedure is still guaranteed to terminate because the number of types and the number of function definitions is finite, therefore also the number of possible function strengthenings is finite.
We keep the various typings of each function in a spanning tree. This approach allows us to give a lot of context information when typing errors occur. For example, a type error in DATA: type error after call sequence: 1: int main(int, char**) 2: void print( DirIval, char* ) 3: void print( DirIval ) 4: int DATA( DirIval, int ) ... Note that this is not a "real" call-stack as recursive calls are collapsed over their actual signature.
Correctness
The correctness of Algorithm 1 is ensured by the following two theorems.
Theorem 1 (Soundness) After termination of Algorithm 1, if ∆ is consistent and non-ambiguous then ∆ is valid. Proof. Assume closure is reached and ∆ is unambiguous and consistent so that we may define δ(n) = t iff ∆(n) = {t}. We prove that δ is valid. W.l.o.g. consider some edge (n, m) ∈ E and let δ(n) = t and δ(m) = u and F = Fγ(n, m) and M = Mγ(n, m). Because closure was reached it must hold F ({t}, {u}) = ({t}, {u}) by definition of F this implies that there must exist t t such that (t , u) ∈ M and there must exist u u such that (t, u ) ∈ M . By cross-closedness this implies that (t, u) ∈ M as required. N of typings is finite, so we can go down only a finite number of times before the waitinglist becomes empty. 2
Efficient Implementation of the Flow Function
In Definition 5 we introduced the bidirectional flow function. However, this definition depends on the Cartesian product between the downward closed sets A + and B + of types. This means that a naive, direct implementation of the flow function would need to iterate over this product in order to compute the resulting pair of antichains. This defeats the purpose of using antichains as a symbolic representation for their downward closed sets. Especially for generic types the downward closed sets can become quite large. As a particular example, the downward closed set of the top antichain {any} + contains all the relevant types T . Therefore, in this section, we give an alternative, equivalent formulation of the bidirectional flow function which avoids this explicit iteration over the downward closed sets. The following definition makes this precise. This formulation avoids an explicit enumeration over the Cartesian product of the downward closed sets A + and B + , and instead expresses the flow function for arbitrary antichains in terms of the Cartesian product of A and B directly (note that A and B are usually much smaller than A + and B + , and, typically even singletons). The inner call is still an application to the old definition of Fγ but this is a very specific case, namely: Fγ applied only to singleton antichains. In effect, the fact that these antichains are singleton means they now represent concrete types.
The following theorem ensures the soundness of this optimization. Fγ(A, B) = Fγ(A, B) . The utility of this definition is that it reduces the flow function for arbitrary antichains to a finite antichain join over Fγ applied to singleton flow pairs. These singleton flow pairs can easily be pre-computed for each relevant pair. Note that, in particular, Fγ({t}, {u}) = ({t}, {u}) iff (t, u) ∈ Mγ. From this observation it is not hard to develop a closure procedure that efficiently pre-computes Fγ for all the relevant singleton pairs that lead to non-empty resulting pairs.
Theorem 3 It holds
In practice we will pre-compute Fγ for all relevant singleton pairs and place the results in a sparse lookup table for dynamic programming. Whenever the algorithm requests an evaluation of Fγ on some pair (A, B) of non-singleton antichains that has not been seen before we use definition 6 to reduce the result to a finite join over Fγ applied to singleton pairs (which are guaranteed to be in the lookup table). Once the result is known we add it to the lookup table so that the next time we evaluate Fγ(A, B) this will come at the cost of a single lookup. Because the bulk of the evaluations to Fγ are highly repetitive this greatly speeds up the typing process.
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a new approach to static typing of generic container types written in an object oriented style. Our contribution is twofold. First we have shown how to use an adapted definition of a simulation pre-order to automatically infer type-hierarchy in a structural type system that supports argument strengthening. Second we have shown how to use an antichain based representation for types to efficiently implement the resulting type system.
The choice to base the present work on the C++ programming language is mainly a pragmatic one. For the type of high performance (scientific) software that formed the impetus for this work C(++) still constitutes the de facto standard, also because of the huge amount of legacy code and libraries that are available. Nevertheless we believe the techniques outlined in this paper are more generally applicable, in particular programming layers for other programming languages can be similarly defined.
As future work on MOOT we are planning to include dynamic type subsumption, separate compilation and memory locality into the programming layer.
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